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SKBU in Oregon

One all-inclusive data collection system!
ODOT Grant Funding

Created a SKBU position during 2009 & 2010

Grant outcomes

Increases in:

- Oregon CPS events registered and covered by liability insurance
- Checklists submitted & correctly completed forms
- Oregon senior checkers

All CPS Update courses now include senior checker and data collection/registration training.
How we did it

• Trainings around state with ACTS during tech updates
• State conference calls
• One on one training with new coordinators and key partners
• Worked with SK USA to get all SK coalitions AND chapters registered on the web
• Went to SKBU forms for all check up events in Oregon
• Developed a Senior checker training in the 2nd year
The SKBU Task Force

- Key effort with ACTS and staff.
- Developed SKBU Task Force to roll out SKBU efforts,
- Continue to meet and collaborate on a variety of issues:
  - CPS event planning handbook
  - Sr. checker and Tech evaluation tool
  - Planning/advising for events i.e. - CPS week 2010